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Spondyloarthritis are chronic inflammatory diseases affecting spine, peripheral joints and

enthesis, as well as extra-articular sites (bowel, eyes, skin). Diagnosis of spondyloarthritis

often is slow and requires a multidisciplinary approach. The “Early SpA Clinic” project

aimed at improving the patient care and journeys, by solving some organizational issues

existing in Rheumatology Clinics. The “Early SpA Clinic” involved 19 Italian Rheumatology

Centers using in-depth organizational analyses to identify areas for improvement. From

the results of the analyses, some organizational solutions were suggested, and their

impact measured at the end of the project through specific KPI. With the implementation

of the suggested organizational solutions, Centers achieved relevant results, positively

impacting on all the phases of the patient journey: decrease in waiting lists (−23%)

and in the time length to transit the Center (−22%), increase in the percentage of

new diagnoses (+20%), in the saturation of outpatient clinic capacity (+16%), and in

the patient satisfaction (+4%). Centers involved in the “Early SpA Clinic” implemented

several organizational actions based on an overall assessment of their activities and on

solutions that required no additional resources. Overall, the Centers achieved the “Early
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SpA Clinic” objectives in terms of better management of resources, personnel, spaces,

equipment, in relation to the volumes of patients.

Keywords: spondyloarthritis, Early SpA Clinic, rheumatology, patient journey, early diagnosis, hospital

management, hospital organization

INTRODUCTION

Rationale for the “Early SpA Clinic”
The family of seronegative spondyloarthritis (SpA) includes
a heterogeneous group of diseases linked by typical articular
and extra-articular manifestations, characteristic signs to
instrumental investigations and lack of autoantibodies.
According to the Italian Society of Rheumatology, diseases
belonging to the SpA group can be classified in forms with
prevalent axial involvement (Radiographic Axial SpA and Non-
Radiographic Axial SpA), predominant peripheral involvement
(Psoriatic Arthritis, Entero-pathic SpA, Reactive SpA) and other
undifferentiated forms (1).

SpA should be considered as a systemic disease, with extra-
articular involvement seen in more than half of the patients.
The involvement of the gut (e.g., Inflammatory Bowel Disease),
eye (e.g., anterior uveitis) and skin (e.g., psoriasis, pyoderma
gangrenous, erythema nodosum) often precedes the onset of joint
manifestations (2, 3).

Because of its multi-faceted appearance, SpA are rarely
diagnosed promptly. Consequently, there may be a delay in
SpA diagnosis and in starting a pharmacological treatment (3,
4). Diagnostic delay in SpA identification represents the main
concern related with these diseases, as it may raise direct and
indirect costs, it impacts the prognosis and undermines the
therapeutic potential (4–6). In SpA as well as in all rheumatic
diseases there is a “window of therapeutic opportunity,” namely
a time period that runs from the onset of the first symptoms
to the moment where the structural, irreversible damage begins
(4, 5, 7). During this timeframe, any drug has a chance of success
greater than if it is administered later. The greatest diagnostic
delay is observed in the Axial SpA, where patients wait even 10
years on average from the onset of the disease to diagnosis and
therapy (4, 6, 7).

A factor contributing to late identification of these diseases
is the lack of specific biomarkers, which could help in early
diagnosis. In addition, referral is more complex in SpA than
in other rheumatic diseases such as Rheumatoid Arthritis as it
requires a multichannel approach (i.e., the involvement of several
specialists) (7–9). The above issues reflect some of the main
unmet needs of SpA diseases, which the Early SpA Clinic, a
project providing an organizational model, useful for improving
the performance of the healthcare facility tried to face and solve.

Objectives
The “Early SpA Clinic” aimed to improve the patient care and
journeys in Rheumatology, and specifically in SpA, inspired by
the principle of patient centrality and care optimization, through
an early care and efficient use of organizational resources.
The definition of lean pathways to minimize waiting lists and

improve patients’ experience within the Center were additional
objectives pursued.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Involved Centers and Phases
The “Early SpA Clinic” project involved 19 Rheumatology
Clinics, the majority being public Hospitals in the South of
Italy, and it was completed in 14 Centers at the time of writing
(Figure 1). Based on the project progress, some data are available
for 17 Centers.

The “Early SpA Clinic” project had a total duration of 12
months, and it is divided into three main phases with different
objectives and planned activities, as detailed in Figure 2.

The initial phase consisted of collection and analysis of
organizational data relating to the capacity of each Rheumatology
Clinic, the volumes of services provided and of attending
patients, and the activities offered.

The second phase aimed to map issues and opportunities for
the Center based on the results of the analyses performed. Issues
and opportunities were ranked according to their estimated
impact, probability of occurrence and measurability.

FIGURE 1 | Map of the centers involved in the “Early SpA Clinic” project.
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FIGURE 2 | Overview of the “Early SpA Clinic” phases and activities.

The various issues and opportunities were then prioritized
and connected to specific organizational solutions and
proposed to the Center to address the identified areas for
improvement. The solutions were clustered by type: a) same-
resource solutions, when they concerned re-organizations and
improvements with available resources, involving activities
that could be implemented directly by the Rheumatology
Center; b) additional resource solutions, if they required
the Management’s approval or additional resources to
be implemented.

The final phase lasted from 9 to 10 months, and it aimed
to support the implementation of the organizational solutions
proposed. In the last month of the “Early SpAClinic,” the analyses
carried out in the first month were updated, allowing to measure
the project impact on specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
identified for each phase of the patient journey. Regarding the
access phase, the identified KPIs were the number of days of
waiting lists, particularly for a first visit, and the time required by
a patient to transit the Center (i.e., from the moment the patient
enters the hospital, registers, receives the visit and exits from the
hospital). Regarding the diagnosis phase, the “Early SpA Clinic”
measured changes in the percentage of new diagnoses and in the
saturation of outpatient clinic capacity. In addition, it verified
the existence of collaboration agreements with other hospital
services, such as Radiology. Finally, the “Early SpA Clinic”
measured the patient satisfaction as a KPI for the management
and follow-up phase.

Organizational Analyses
The first type of analysis assessed the Rheumatology Clinic
capacity in terms of human resources (e.g., clinicians, other
medical, nursing and ad-ministrative staff), to understand their
allocation, also considering their contract, role and shifts. In
addition, the analysis covered the clinic opening hours and

patient slots based on the agendas, with a possible distinction
between the Hospital booking agenda (usually dedicated to first
visits) and the clinicians’ agendas (usually dedicated to follow-
ups). The number of no-show patients was also recorded for each
clinic. The combination of this data allowed the evaluation of, on
the one hand, the clinic potential resource capacity, and on the
other hand, the saturation of visit slots, comparing the weekly
slots planned with the actual number of patients examined.

A second type of analysis assessed the volumes of outpatient
services provided in previous years.

Through direct interviews with the Hospital booking center
representatives, as well as through the analysis of the internal
planning agendas, the waiting lists for different types of visits, for
each outpatient clinic, were also traced.

The analysis of the time required by a patient to transit the
Center (i.e., from the moment she enters the Hospital, registers,
receives the visit and exits from the Hospital) tracked the patient’s
average time spent at the registration desk, in the clinic waiting
room and in the clinician’s office, thus highlighting the total time
spent within the Center, comparing it to the actual time needed
to receive the healthcare service.

The clinical management process was analyzed in terms of
actors involved and related activities performed in the various
phases of the patient journey, highlighting possible issues (e.g.,
lack of digital supports such as electronic medical records) or
areas for improvements.

The patient satisfaction analysis consisted of a questionnaire
directly filled-in by the patients based on a Likert scale (10).
Each question required an evaluation of the degree of satisfaction
from 1 (very dissatisfied) to 7 (very satisfied) of the following
dimensions: waiting times, information received before and after
the visit, quality of the Center structure, quality of the received
services, quality of the Rheumatology Clinic care management
(e.g., perceived adequacy of the visit duration).
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FIGURE 3 | Synthetic overview of the “Early SpA Clinic” results.

Additional analyses assessed the clinical journey and
management of Early SpA patients, as a focus of the project.
Specifically, an analysis of the patient management model
was performed, designing the patient journey and assessing
the duration of each phase (e.g., from first visit to diagnosis),
the different activities carried out by the Center staff, the
spaces and tools involved, to highlight possible issues or areas
for improvement.

Finally, for organizational purposes, the “Early SpA Clinic”
collected data on patient accesses divided by disease (i.e.,
Non-Radiographic Axial SpA, Ankylosing Spondylitis,
Psoriatic Arthritis, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus, Scleroderma, Vasculitis, Other), by type of
patients (patients in follow-up, patients without a diagnosis and
patients with a diagnosis made in another Center) and by type of
outpatient clinics.

RESULTS

Following the organizational analyses results, the “Early SpA
Clinic” identified criticalities and specific areas for improvement
in each phase of the patient journey (i.e., access, diagnosis,
management and follow-up), in each Center and shared
improvement proposals and related results. This section reports
the suggested same-resource solutions only, and results achieved
through these types of activities. The “Early SpA Clinic” enrolled
19 Centers overall: different set of data are available for 17 centers,
among those, 14 had completed the project at the time of writing.
In some cases, data collection was not concluded due to an
early interruption of the project or to obstacles related to the
Covid-19 pandemic.

A synthetic overview of the main organizational solutions
implemented for each phase of the patient journey, with related
“Early SpA Clinic” results and data collected is presented in
Figure 3.

Access–Criticalities at Baseline
Among the 19 centers selected for the project, as far as the
access phase is concerned, 11 Centers did not have daily slots
specifically dedicated to first visits, or if they did, they were
often insufficient considering the number of patient accesses.
A disease-dedicated outpatient clinic was not present in 7
centers, or if they did, there were no criteria established for
a direct access thereto. Consequently, even if patients were
already diagnosed in other Centers, they were referred to
the “General Rheumatology” Outpatient Clinic when accessing
the Center for the first time. In 6 Centers, a specific hourly
schedule for daily appointments was not defined (i.e., the patients
received a booking confirmation with a wide time slot). In
5 Centers, there were either no (or insufficient) daily slots
dedicated to emergencies. Finally, 14 Centers did not have any
tools for patient recall, so that in case of no-show patients it
was impossible to reallocate vacant slots. These issues mostly
impacted on the length of waiting lists for a first visit, equal to
6 months on average (with a minimum of 28 to a maximum
of 455 days).

Access–Improvement Proposals and
Related Results
Considering the identified issues, some same-resource solutions
have been suggested, consisting in a revision of the clinic
daily slot planning, to explicitly distinguish between the slots
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FIGURE 4 | Overview of results achieved during the “Early SpA Clinic” project after implementation of organizational solutions. (A) Waiting lists (days). (B) Time

required by a patient to transit the Center (hours). (C) Percentage of new diagnoses of Rheumatology patients (%). (D) Percentage of new SpA diagnoses (%). (E)

Saturation of production capacity (%).

dedicated to first visits from those dedicated to follow-ups,
consistently with the types of registered accesses. The rationale
behind this suggestion was based on the different duration
of each type of visit, being a follow-up usually shorter
than a first visit. This approach aimed to better allocate
(and potentially increase) the number of patients examined
per week.

In 5 Centers, the analyses led to suggest planning daily
appointments based on defined timetables, or at least to identify
a time range, and to communicate it to the patients. In 3
Centers, the “Early SpA Clinic” suggested to establish predefined
criteria to access disease-dedicated outpatient clinics, so that
already diagnosed patients could be sent immediately to the most
relevant specialist (i.e., with appropriate competencies). Finally,
the set-up of an operator service of patient recall was suggested
in 9 Centers, so that no-show patients could be monitored
in advance.

At the end of the project, waiting lists were reduced by 23%,
from 178 to 137 days on average, in all Centers (N=7) that
adopted these solutions and where it was possible to compare the
KPI at the beginning with the KPI at the end of the “Early SpA
Clinic” project (Figure 4).

Waiting lists were already short and did not register
any improvement in Center 2 and 6, also due to a partial
implementation of the suggested solutions.

The minimum waiting time diminished from 28 to 15 days,
while the maximum waiting time diminished from 455 to
365 days (Box 1).

In addition, the “Early SpA Clinic” led to a reduction in
the time required by a patient to transit the Center, in all the
Centers (N=4) that implemented these solutions and where it
was possible to compare the KPI at the beginning with the KPI
at the end of the “Early SpA Clinic.” In these Centers, the time
required by a patient to transit the Center diminished by 22%,
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BOX 1 | A practical case.

Criticalities at baseline

The analyses highlighted the following issues related to the access phase

in a Public Hospital:

• Long waiting lists (equal to 120 days) to access the General Rheumatology

Clinic due to limited available slots for first visits, emergencies, and first

visits of patients already diagnosed in another Center

• Impossibility to predict daily patient flows as appointments are not

scheduled within a precise timeframe

Improvement proposals and related results

The solutions suggested and implemented throughout the project

related to:

• The set-up of slots dedicated to patients with urgent prescriptions at the

end of the day

• The scheduling of appointments within defined timeframes, equally

dividing the number of patients among clinicians

At the end of the project, the General Rheumatology Clinic recorded a

significant reduction (−25%) in the waiting lists, that reduced from 120 to

90 days.

passing on average from 1h40 to 1h19. The minimum time
required by a patient to transit the Center has diminished from
0h50 to 0h45, while the maximum passed from 2h29 to 1h39
(Figure 5).

The time required by a patient to transit the Center was
already low in Center 4, where it registered a small increase at the
end of the “Early SpA Clinic.” However, given that endpoint data
were collected during the Covid-19 pandemic, this result could
be deemed as satisfactory, considering the need for complying
with safety measures (e.g., sanitation of the clinics) to contain the
spread of the pandemic (Box 2).

Diagnosis–Criticalities at Baseline
As far as the diagnosis phase is concerned, out of 19 Centers,
in 14 Centers there were no slots for diagnostic investigations
dedicated to rheumatology patients. In 10 Centers, the Radiology
and Laboratory services were reserved to hospitalized patients,
while in 5 Centers it was impossible to perform the entire di-
agnostic process within the Center due to a lack of specific
diagnostic instruments.

The most evident impact of these issues resulted in the
difficulty of completing the diagnostic process in a short
timeframe. Another effect was identified in the lack of a SpA
diagnostic path integrated with other Departments for in-depth
investigations on comorbidities.

Diagnosis–Improvement Proposals and
Related Results
Considering these issues, the proposed same-resource solutions
suggested the definition of collaboration agreements with other
Hospital services, such as Radiology, aimed at setting up
specialist diagnostic tests (in 9 Centers) and visit slots dedicated
to multidisciplinary specialist advice (in 8 Centers).

At the end of the “Early SpA Clinic,” the percentage of
new diagnoses of Rheumatology patients registered an average
increase equal to 20%, passing from 10 to 12%, in all Centers
(N = 6) that implemented these solutions and where it was
possible to compare the KPI at the beginning with the KPI at the
end of the “Early SpA Clinic” (Figure 4).

The percentage of new diagnoses of Rheumatology patients
did not register any improvement in Center 4 and 5 since the
implementation of the suggested solutions was not completed
due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.

With specific reference to SpA patients, the percentage of new
diagnoses increased on average by 11%, passing from 4.5 to 5%
(Figure 4).

The percentage of new SpA diagnoses did not
register any improvement in Center 3 and 5 since
the implementation of the suggested solutions was
not completed.

Following the new diagnoses, at the end of the “Early SpA
Clinic” the same 6 Centers also registered an increase in the
saturation of production capacity (i.e., in the number of slots
planned and then actually used each week, thus indicating a
potential increase in the number of patients per week). On
average, the percentage of production capacity increased by
16% (from 85 to 99%) (Figure 5). Refer to Box 3 for the
practical case.

Management and Follow-Up–Criticalities
at Baseline
Finally, as far as the management and follow-up phase is
concerned, among the 19 Centers involved, in 15 Centers
a drop-out monitoring system was lacking. In 3 Centers
there were no communication channels for contacting and
educating patients. The most evident impact was reflected
in the failure to monitor the drop out (and consequently
the patient’s compliance with disease-related follow-up
schedules), as well as in a poor communication and support
toward patients.

Management and Follow-Up–Improvement
Proposals and Related Results
Considering the identified issues, the same-resource solutions
suggested related to enhanced communication channels and
support for patient education.

At the end of the “Early SpA Clinic,” only one Center
was able to implement a solution related to the management
and follow-up phase, by setting up communication channels
dedicated to patients (or to their healthcare practitioner) to
request support in the therapy or disease management. This
solution granted a moderate increase (+3.6%) in the patient
satisfaction registered by the Center, concerning specifically to
the area of “information provided by the Center.” The increase of
the patient satisfaction is calculated as an incremental change in
the overall patient satisfaction level, registered at the beginning of
the project (baseline) and later after the solutions proposed were
implemented (endpoint). The moderate result could be due to an
already high initial patient satisfaction score (5.6/7).
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FIGURE 5 | Overview of results (total average values).

BOX 2 | A practical case.

Criticalities at baseline

The analyses conducted in a Public Hospital highlighted the impossibility

to predict daily patient flows, as appointments are not scheduled within a

precise timeframe.

Improvement proposals and related results

The solutions suggested and implemented throughout the study

related to the scheduling of appointments within defined timeframes and

communicated in advance to the patient. At the end of the study, the time

required by a patient to transit the Center reduced by 42% when compared

to data collected at the beginning of the study, going from 2h29 to 1h26.

BOX 3 | A practical case.

Criticalities at baseline

The organizational analyses highlighted the lack of slots for multidisciplinary

medical examinations, as well as the lack of an officially recognized clinical

journey in a Center.

Improvement proposals and related results

The solutions suggested and implemented throughout the project related

to the set-up of an outpatient clinic shared with the Dermatology Department,

where multidisciplinary collab-orations were activated on a monthly basis

for specific diagnosis. At the end of the study, the percentage of SpA new

diagnoses increased by 37%, while the saturation of production capacity

increased by 25%.

DISCUSSION

By means of the implementation of some of the suggested
organizational solutions, the involved Centers achieved relevant
results, positively impacting on all the phases of the patient
journey. Overall, the “Early SpA Clinic” led to a decrease in
waiting lists by 23% and in the time to transit the Center by 22%,
an increase in the percentage of new diagnoses of rheumatology

patients (+20%), in the saturation of outpatient clinic capacity
(+16%), and in the patient satisfaction (+4%).

From a literature review, best practices and strategies carried
out in other Countries regarding the management of patients
with Spa have been analyzed.

The analysis revealed that in other countries there is the
need for integrating rheumatology nurses into the patient care
pathway. In Spain, for instance, a study was conducted to
propose the integration of rheumatology nurses in the patient
pathway of Axial SpA patients (e.g., e-consultations led by
rheumatology nurse for monitoring stable patients) (11). In
France, the helpfulness of the role of rheumatology nurses has
been confirmed by a research study that pointed out benefits of a
nurse led program about the self-management of the diseases in
young people with Axial SpA (12).

Moreover, Santos-Moreno (13) performed a study to
standardize the care of patients with SpA in Latin America.
Based on the experience of three Centers of excellence for SpA,
the study proposed a patient-centric and multidisciplinary care
model that measures the quality of care through some indicators,
such as access to diagnostic support and multidisciplinary team
involvement, access to treatment and quick responses to the
needs of the patient, patient education (13).

The “Early SpA Clinic” implemented in Italian
Rheumatology Centers represents a tailored and structured
organizational strategy compared to other adopted
care models.

The “Early SpA Clinic” tried to help Rheumatology Centers
in setting up specific organizational solutions to target the main
issues in diagnosis and follow-up of SpA patients. The results
achieved are promising, especially in terms of shorter waiting
lists, shorter times required to transit the Center, higher number
of slots dedicated to diagnosis, and saturation of outpatient
clinic capacity.

However, the study has some limitations, due to the small
number of Centers for which it was possible to measure the
organizational solution impact through data collection both at
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the beginning and at the end of the project. A major obstacle to
data collection conclusion is related to the Covid-19 pandemic,
especially in the first five months of 2020.

In addition, it is worth mentioning that the “Early SpA
Clinic” also considered the Referral area as a first phase of the
patient journey. However, the organizational solutions and the
results achieved in this area are not described, as they are rarely
of the same-resource type and most of activities require the
involvement of third parties outside the Rheumatology Center.
Referral issues and solutions within the Centers will be targeted
in future research studies, whose objectives will be to cover
the entire patient journey to further increase care standards,
providing for the involvement of local/territorial healthcare
providers, with a view of improving the appropriateness of
referrals by General Practitioners or local specialists, setting
up a referral triage and direct referral systems. The relevance
of referral, possible instruments, and strategies on which
future studies will be based are widely discussed in the
literature (13–17).

Given SpA-related multi-organ involvement, complexity, and
difficulties as well as delays in the diagnosis and treatment phase,
there is a strong need for: (a) anticipating and focusing on
diagnosis, possibly granted by a clear distinction between slots
dedicated to first vs. follow-up visits; (b) a multidisciplinary
approach, granted by outpatient clinics shared among different
Departments (e.g., Rheumatology and Dermatology) or at
least visit slots dedicated to multidisciplinary consultancies; (c)
involving the patients, by establishing communication channels
and possibly monitoring the drop-out to control patients’
compliance with follow-up timings.

In addition to the results achieved, the implementation
of the “Early SpA Clinic” generated additional benefits for
Rheumatology Centers.

Firstly, gathered data and related analyses raised awareness
on the volumes of outpatient activities performed by the
Rheumatology Clinics, and on the volumes of patients treated,
which was not always clear to each Center.

The “Early SpA Clinic” also brought benefits related to a
better management of the trade-off between waiting lists and
internal efficiency (available resources vs. volumes of activity), a
more efficient synchronization of supply with demand, a better
management of personnel, spaces and equipment, in relation
to the volumes of patients. The achievement of organizational
effectiveness has also made it possible to innovate the care
models, to increase the attractiveness of each Center and to
promote its sustainability over time.

Furthermore, through the organizational analyses carried
out by a third and independent party, the “Early SpA
Clinic” has allowed the Rheumatology Centers to highlight the
activities performed, the results achieved, and to deal with
the Management on possible needs in terms of resources (as
evidenced by the study).

Finally, the “Early SpA Clinic” project and the results
achieved made it possible to increase the visibility of
the Rheumatology Departments within the Centers, and
to initiate collaborations and synergies between existing
out-patient services.

CONCLUSIONS

By means of the “Early SpA Clinic,” the Rheumatology Centers
involved implemented several improvements, based on an overall
assessment of their activities and on solutions that required no
additional resources.

The “Early SpA Clinic” highlighted there are some
organizational solutions that could be set up by Rheumatology
outpatient clinics with no or very limited effort, to ensure the SpA
patient early care and a smooth and inclusive patient-centered
journey. In addition, these organizational solutions can bring
tangible and immediate improvements (i.e., within 12 months)
to the Center performance.

From the analysis of organizational solutions for SpA patients
implemented at an international level, it has been revealed that
the organizational model adopted in the “Early SpA Clinic”
project could represent an example of a standard organizational
model. However, taking into account Health Systems’ differences
among Countries is fundamental. The “Early SpA Clinic”
project has been implemented in Italian Rheumatology Centers
considering peculiarities of the Italian National Health System.
In order to be applied as an example for similar situations, an
adaptation based on both context and Health Systems’ features in
other Countries is required.
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